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Topex Bath Vanities Merge Minimalist
Style With Maximum Storage
Armadi® Art Aqua Collection uses GLASS, LEATHER,
WOOD, COLOURS, plus artful graphics and geometry
to fuse contemporary style with practicality

(Elmwood Park, NJ, December 11,
2012) The new Armadi® Art Aqua
Collection from internationally known
decorative hardware manufacturer Topex
Hardware, exemplifies minimalism and
refinement. Customization is inherent
in the collection’s material options,
which range from artistic graphics and
fashionable faux leather, to high-quality,
reflective glass. Storage solutions and
practical features, such as waterproof
surfaces, round out the collection’s appeal
as an elegant and sensible solution for a
contemporary bath environment.
With six distinctive series, each
featuring an element of the unexpected,
the collection speaks to those who favor
a minimalist design with European
flair. The streamlined designs are
generously proportioned and wallmounted with straight or rounded
edges. While the LEATHER, GLASS,
and WOOD series are ultra-modern,
PICTURESQUE uses nature graphics,
including bamboo and autumn leaves,
which present a tranquil, spa-like décor.
The rounded dimensions of RADIUS
give homeowners and decorators the
opportunity to swap out angles for
sleek curves, while COLOURS offers a
selection of trend-right neutrals.
With more than 30 finish possibilities,
from Metallic Gray Glass to exotic
Bamboo Wood laminate, the six series
within the Armadi Art Aqua Collection
offers diverse selection.

Radius Series in White

GLASS: Emphasizing the dramatic
contrast between rich color and chrome,
the GLASS series is made from durable
tempered glass. It comes in a range of
vibrant hues including, Blue, Green, and
Red. The assortment also encompasses
a unique shade in Light and a classic
Coffee and Black. At least four times
stronger than standard glass, the GLASS
series offers a highly reflective surface
that brings dimension to the room.
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LEATHER: Engineered to resist moisture, the LEATHER series brings a surprisingly
unique and exotic texture to the bath. High quality leatherette, similar to that used
by many automobile manufacturers, features a crocodile grain that comes in
Light Crocodile and Dark Crocodile. Available with curvaceous, rounded corners
(RADIUS) or streamlined, straight edges, the LEATHER series is scratch resistant,
waterproof, and will not swell or warp over time.
PICTURESQUE: Creating an art gallery-style bath atmosphere, the PICTURESQUE
series uses lifelike nature images and art displayed on the vanity to project visual
intrigue. The vanity itself becomes the canvas, depicting exhibits, such as abstract
design (Abstract), live bamboo (Bamboo), colorful autumn leaves (Leaf), and
nature photography (Lake.) The vanity imagery captures the imagination, and, as
with all art, leaves interpretation to the viewer.

Wood Series in Walnut

WOOD: Exuding the warmth
of nature, the WOOD series is
manufactured from wood-based
material that is scratch and humidity
resistant. Made of compact laminate
over solid material, WOOD comes in
seven variations, including Sunset,
Oak, Teak, Bamboo, Cherry, Walnut,
and Wenge. Sleek chrome handles
provide a handsome contrast in
materials to the smooth wood finish.

COLOURS: Reflecting a palette of neutral hues, the COLOURS series adds a sense
of modern luxury to the bath. Available in White, Beige, Gray, Cappuccino, and
Dark Grey, the series is finished with a glossy veneer. Featuring waterproof and
nontoxic paints, each richly colored vanity offers plenty of storage options.
RADIUS: Subtle contours replace angular corners in the RADIUS series. With its
trademark, rounded edges, it delivers a softer design than the other five series.
RADIUS comes in striking green (Sanaga) and orange (Sotho), as well as the colors
and finishes available in the GLASS, WOOD, LEATHER, and COLOURS series.
All surfaces within the Armadi Art Aqua Collection are scratch resistant,
waterproof, and humidity resistant. And each vanity interior is lined with highquality, water-resistant leatherette. Drawers feature ultra-silent Grass® soft-close
drawer slides. Because the vanities are wall-mounted, they offer unique height
flexibility. They can be hung at ideal comfort levels for adults and children, plus
the wall-mounted design opens up additional area for storage, décor, or foot room.
Sold as a complete set with sink, countertop, matching mirror, and Bright Chrome
or Satin Nickel decorative hardware, each model in the collection is available with
one or two drawers. The vanities are offered in 24-, 28-, 36-, and 42-inch sizes.
Coordinating storage cabinets, including upper and lower cabinets, and medicine
cabinet mirrors for each finish, are sold separately. Prices start at $2,700 for a
single-drawer GLASS vanity in a 24-inch size.

Topex Armadi® Art Aqua Collection features
ample storage and waterproof surface

About Topex Armadi®
Art Aqua Collection
The Armadi® Art Aqua Collection
expands Topex Hardware into the
bathroom furniture category with
European-manufactured, wood and
aluminum-constructed vanities.
A manufacturer of high-quality,
decorative hardware and bath
products, Topex has distribution
centers throughout the world. Products
are sold at prominent plumbing
showrooms, through online retailers,
and at select kitchen and bath dealers
nationwide. For more information
about the Armadi Art Aqua Collection,
and other Topex products, call 201794-7900 or visit www.armadiaqua.
com and www.topexhardware.com
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